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How Volterra Enables Web App 
Security and Performance 

OVERVIEW
With the rise of cloud-based workloads (public, private or hybrid) and microservices, there are a large and growing set of 
applications that need to be properly connected and secured.

Volterra’s global Application Delivery Network (ADN) + VoltMesh service provides L7 DDoS, WAF and API security along 
with globally distributed load balancing — removing the need to deploy siloed services in every location and piling up 
appliances (DDoS/WAF/load balancer or ADC).

THREE LAYERS OF PROTECTION: ADC + WAF + DDOS MITIGATION

Figure 1. Load balancer facing web servers. Here the load 
balancer is fronting two web servers and protects them, as well 
as load balancing traffic to them.

Figure 3. Load balancer does not send traffic to faulty server

ADC (Application Delivery Controller)
An application delivery controller (ADC) is a network 
component that optimizes and secures connections 
between end users and web services/applications 
published on the Internet. An ADC combines the features 
of load balancing, reverse proxy and TLS termination.

Load balancing
Load balancing ensures service availability in the case of 
an increase in the numbers of visitors/load by distributing 
the requests between all the origin servers that are part 
of the platform.

Without a load balancer:

• Users directly access content (in this case a web 
server).

• Should this web server fail, then the service will be 
completely unreachable.

Load balancing also provides:

• High availability features: if one of the origin servers 
fails, no request will be sent to it by the load balancer 
(thanks to health checks)

• The ability to exclude origin servers from the load 
balancing one by one, so as to conduct maintenance 
without service disruption.
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Figure 2. Without load balancer
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Reverse proxy

The reverse proxy feature optimizes origin server 
utilization: clients hit the reverse proxy with a huge number 
of connections and the reverse proxy then sends those 
connections to the origin servers by using the connection 
pool already established between itself and the origin 
servers.

This allows origin servers to handle more requests and 
provide a better user experience for the services delivered.

TLS termination

TLS operations are extremely CPU hungry, especially 
“TLS handshakes”. Terminating clients’ TLS connections 
at the Volterra ADC level optimizes the consumption of 
server resources by using the aforementioned reverse 
proxy mechanism and adding caching capacity for the TLS 
sessions.

This in turn reduces origin servers’ load as they only have 
to manage TLS negotiation with the Volterra ADC, rather 
than with many clients.

Web Application Firewall (WAF)
To deal with advanced Layer 7 application attacks, the Volterra ADC offers a WAF module to block complex attacks and 
get visibility on bots and TLS fingerprints used by attackers. Rate limiting automatically blocks requests coming from IP 
addresses that exceed a defined threshold (requests per second). IP blocking completely blocks specific IP addresses or 
entire providers.

Application security is a complex issue and requires a multi-layer approach to solving the challenge. There are many 
technologies needed to properly secure an application, and the Volterra ADN provides a comprehensive and integrated 
set of tools to achieve that. It uses a combination of traditional signature-based techniques, statistical algorithms, and 
dynamic machine learning approaches. These set of tools are represented by three capabilities in the system:

1. Rules-based WAFs
• Uses a combination of the OWASP core rule set (CRS) 

and Volterra rules set (VRS). 

• Provides protection from a range of attacks on HTTP 
traffic with ability to monitor and log every event. 

• Can be used in both alerting and blocking mode.

Figure 6. Rules-based WAF

Figure 4. How a reverse proxy works
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Figure 5. TLS connection terminated by Volterra
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Figure 7. Behavioral analysis

2. Behavioral analysis

The system performs machine learning to understand the 
behavior of clients and servers based on logs and metrics 
collected by monitoring systems in a service mesh. It then 
generates alarms when anomalies are detected in the 
behavior. 

3. Application DoS protection

Using a combination of rules based WAF, behavioral 
analysis, and Fast ACLs from the Network Firewall section.

Figure 8. DDoS attack without protection

Figure 9. DDoS attack being mitigated by Volterra

DDoS mitigation
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks aim to bring 
down a service or website, either for business reasons or 
to ask for a ransom. Volterra ADC takes advantage of our 
backbone with multi-Terabits protection capacity against 
DDoS. Volterra operates its own backbone, allowing us 
to control it end-to-end, and also propose security and 
optimizations. 

When an attacker targets a service, it will overwhelm its 
resources, thereby rendering it unavailable. Users can no 
longer access the service (Figure 8).

The Volterra anti-DDoS solution blocks attacks while 
allowing legitimate users to keep getting access to the 
service (Figure 9).

The IP addresses of the Volterra ADCs running on the 
Volterra ADN are announced on the Internet using 
Anycast. Clients will end up on the ADC at the Volterra 
point of presence (PoP) closest to them. This improves the 
user’s app experience. Also, attacks are isolated at the 
PoP-level and will not travel across the full network and 
impact overall service or app availability.
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About Volterra
Volterra provides a distributed cloud services platform to deploy, network 
and secure applications across multi-cloud and the edge.

Learn more about Volterra multi-cloud solutions
Visit: volterra.io
Contact Technical Sales: sales@volterra.io

CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT AND OBSERVABILITY
VoltConsole is Volterra’s SaaS-based management 
portal that enables customers to easily manage all 
their distributed resources, services and workloads 
from a single console. VoltConsole provides granular 
visibility of system health, app deployments, network 
+ security services, connectivity metrics and resource 
consumption. 

VoltConsole provides:
• Global visibility of load balancers and proxies including 

end-to-end latency, origin servers, top clients and 
errors.

• Monitoring of traffic metrics such as throughput, 
request/response rate and geo-location.

• Realtime and historical trends of requests, alerts and 
errors with individual request-level detail for faster 
troubleshooting.

SUMMARY
Volterra helps NetOps and DevOps teams to improve the 
performance and security of their critical apps -- both 
modern microservices-based and distributed ones, as 
well as traditionally designed web apps.  

Volterra enables this through a combination of its app 
delivery network and SaaS-based VoltMesh service, that 
together provide L7 DDoS, WAF and API security along with globally distributed load balancing.  

Both deployment and ongoing operations are simplified as teams don’t need to deploy multiple services on-premises, nor 
do they have to integrate multiple vendors’ services and management consoles -- they can achieve all their operations, 
visibility, policy management and reporting through Volterra’s SaaS-based portal, VoltConsole.

Figure 10. VoltConsole dashboards


